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1...THEFT
SIMONI SOFTBALL FIELD 012312
Officers responded to a report of a stolen light fixture and glass covering. Officer initiated a report.

2...SUSPICIOUS PERSON
BROOKSIDE RD 012312
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male in the area. Subject was contacted interviewed and warned.

3...UNIVERSITY REG
LOT 7 012312
Officer conducted a vehicle stop. Driver issued a University Regulation for a traffic violation on campus.

4...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT
STAGG WAY 012412
Officer responded to a report of a subject revving the engine on his vehicle. Officer contacted the driver who was advised accordingly.

5...WEAPONS
TOWNHOUSES C SECTION 012412
Officer responded to a report of two juveniles who possibly stole property and threw it in the trash. Juveniles were contacted and cited for possession of weapons and released to parents.

6...VANDALISM
PACIFIC CIR 012512
Officer responded to a report of a shattered light casing and light out on the flagpole. Officer initiated a report.

7...DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CENTER FOR COM INV 012512
Officer responded to a report from a female reporting her ex-boyfriend is failing to comply with a restraining order after trying to call her at work.

8...NOISE COMPLAINT
DE ROSA CENTER 012512
Officer responded to a report of loud music coming from a FedEx truck. Officer reported the area quiet.

9...ILLEGAL LITTERING
PACIFIC AVE 012512
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject who was cited for littering.
10...NOISE COMPLAINT       PACIFIC HOUSE   012512
Officer responded to a noise complaint and reported an event at the location. Subjects were advised accordingly.

11...ROBBERY               CALAVERAS BIKE PATH 012512
SPD aired a report of a male subject robbed at gunpoint west of the Woodbridge. While Pacific officers were searching the area, they observed the possible suspect robbing a transient near Pershing and Rosemarie Ln. One suspect took off on a bike while the officer apprehended the other who was turned over to Stockton Police. The student reported his wallet containing a dollar, personal credits cards and identification along with his iPod were stolen. The student’s cars were recovered the next day and an Public Safety was able to get an Ipod for the victim. SPD handled investigation.

12...UNIVERSITY REG        TOWERVIEW APT 012512
Officer advised two students of smoking policy at the apartment complex. Both subjects moved towards the sidewalk.

13...FIELD CHECKOUT        FAYE SPANOS    012612
Officer responded to a report of a male subject going through the dumpster. Subject was contacted, interviewed and warned.

14...FORCIBLE SEX OFFENSE  OFF CAMPUS 012612
A student reported being the victim of a sexual assault in January 2012 at an out-of-town location. The victim filed a report with the local police agency and contacted Pacific's Student Victim Advocate.

15...VANDALISM             PACIFIC AVE   012612
Officer conducted a checkout on two females. Subjects were cited for vandalism.

16...TRESPASSING ARREST    HAND HALL 012612
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing, cited and released.

17...VANDALISM             LOT 1          012612
Victim reported it appears someone tried to break into her vehicle. Officer responded and initiated a report.

18...CASUALTY              PACIFIC AVE   012612
Officer reported a female down with medics on scene. SPD responded and assisted.

19...NOISE COMPLAINT       STADIUM DR 012712
Officers responded to a complaint of residents being loud and using profanity. Officers responded and residents advised.

20...SUSPICIOUS PERSON DE ROSA CENTER 012712

Officers responded to a report of a suspicious female. Officers transported the female off campus.

21...CASUALTY PACIFIC AVE 012712

Officer reported a female fell out of her wheelchair. No medics were needed. Female was assisted back into her wheelchair.

22...TRESPASSING ARREST TOWERVIEW APT 012712

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was arrested for trespassing, cited and released.

23...AGGRAVATED ASSAULT FINANACE CENTER 012712

Officer responded to a report of child abuse. Officer initiated a report.

24...CASUALTY FINANCE CENTER 012712

Officer responded to a report of a male who fell. Subject refused medics. Officer initiated a report.

25...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT SIGMA CHI 012712

Officers responded to a report of subjects throwing water balloons from at people from upstairs window. Officers were unable to locate the subjects.

26...NOISE COMPLAINT PACIFIC AVE 012812

Officers responded to a loud party from a triplex. Residents at two addresses were contacted and advised of the complaint.

27...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT PERSHING AVE 012812

Officers responded to a report of a loud explosion (possible shot fired) with tires screeching and a possible accident. Officers checked the area with negative findings.

28...UNIVERSITY REG MONAGAN HALL 012812

Staff requested officer assist with a report of a marijuana smell. Officers responded and initiated a report for judicial review.

29...AMBULANCE TRANSPORT MC CAFFREY CENTER 012812

Officer responded to a report of an intoxicated female. Officer requested medics and female was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.
30...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  COTTAGE’S APT  012812

Officers responded to a report of a suspicious person on a bicycle going through the dumpster. Officers made contact subject was interviewed and left the area.

31...WARRANT ARREST  LOT 28  012812

Officer conducted a vehicle stop and cited the driver for no license. Passenger was arrested on an outstanding warrant, cited and released.